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How did the hardware have to adapt to support the managed service? 

Relates to Xerox’s 2017 launch of 29 new products, which were designed to support services. 
These devices offered a range of sizes, speeds and features to suit SMB as well as enterprise 
fleets – so aimed at providing managed services to both segments. They also provided a 
consistent user experience (via the ConnectKey touch screen interface featured earlier in the 
presentation), enabling it to be the same regardless of which individual device in a fleet is being 
used. Lastly, the security-related features were enhanced, to then take a multi-layered approach 
to protecting data (across devices, users and documents). 

 

How many customers have taken up the top level medical records offer? 

The managed print service – the ‘asset capability’ - is present in numerous hospitals globally and 
plays a role where medical records management – the ‘platform capability’ – is enabling the 
digitisation of paper-bound patient records. The market appeal of this depends on their current 
state in hospitals. The UK’s NHS has a long-standing ambition to digitise these records and this 
is being delivered as a fully outsourced service to a select few trusts. Take it as an illustration of 
how managed print can play a role in business process outsourcing where there needs to be a 
transition between the physical and digital.     

 

The target for Xerox seems to be cost reductions within customer operations - targeting 
efficiencies.  Have they any initiatives that help their customers be more successful in 
their own business processes? Rather than simply making them more efficient? 

Medical records management is one example – to ensure on-time availability of the complete 
record. This ensures a complete view of the patient and maximises the chances of a successful 
patient consultation. As a second example, at the ‘process capability’ level the print and design 
services cited in the Northumbria University case study demonstrate how the on-site Xerox 
communications manager can ensure consistent branded communications - so more impactful 
marketing and a more positive customer (student) experience for the university. 

 

How did Xerox approach market segmentation?  What metrics did they use to decide 
which groups of customers to target? 

Strategic corporate decisions on where to invest – which triggered the scaling of managed print – 
targeted areas of high growth (where customers needed help and Xerox had core 
competencies). Xerox had a core competency managing documents in enterprises, and research 
showed customers were looking at reducing costs where digital technology was putting 
documents on the network. So technology and document intensive organisations were of 
particular interest, hence early adopters including Sun Microsystems, Microsoft and Dow 
Chemicals. Initial metrics to determine (groups of) customers to target included number of 
devices in place and their aggregate print throughput, potentially their sustainability agenda too. 



 

You mentioned three forces (market, organizational and technology), which one is the 
most challenging in your journey? 

A number of forces were at play to trigger Xerox to market a managed service. Technology 
centric forces introduced the era of computer-driven, digital printing. Organisation centric forces 
demanded the core business be strengthened for growth as part of the corporate turnaround. 
Market centric forces highlighted the total cost of running a print environment as the real 
customer issue. And value network centric forces emerged as channel partners wanted to move 
into services provision. 

 

The journey is almost 20 years long. Would you say this has been faster or slower than 
you would expect an organisation to change? If slower is it because of the sheer size and 
traditional product focus of Xerox? 

The sector – and Xerox’s leadership of it – was ground-breaking in developing a tiered services 
offering. With the path better defined, modelled and with experiences being shared in forums like 
this, I would now expect advanced services at scale to emerge more quickly. Advances in 
technology makes the enabling data and infrastructure more readily available, but also means 
the market demands faster progress. The scale and product focus did indeed make this a 
significant challenge for Xerox to progress – as did the cultural change required. And in the end it 
may well be this that determines others’ rate of progress.        

 

 


